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Abstract

A new pre-processing method for colour fundus images with adaptive contribution of the red

channel is proposed. Based on a condition that is developed in this paper, this method utilises the

intensity information from both red and green channels instead of using only the green channel as in

the usual practice. The histogram matching is used to modify the histogram of the green channel by

using the histogram of the red channel (of the same retinal image) to obtain a new processed image

having the advantages of both channels. This method can be used to correct non-uniform

illumination in colour fundus images or as a pre-processing step in the automatic analysis of retinal

images.

Results show that the use of histogram matched (HM) image give better performance than using

the green channel image when employing the two-dimensional matched filter to detect retinal blood

vessels. At specificity of 90%, in case of abnormal images, sensitivity increased from 76% when using

the green channel image to 82% when using the HM image compared with 81% when using the

piece-wise threshold probing method. In case of normal images, at the same specificity, the sensitivity

obtained when using green channel image or HM image was 87% compared with 88% for the piece-

wise threshold probing method.
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1. Introduction

Automatic analysis of retinal images is a challenging research area that aims to provide
automated methods to help in the early detection and diagnosis of many eye diseases such
as diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Retinal images pre-
processing, segmentation, and analysis are different forms of contributions for digital
image processing techniques in this area.
Diabetic retinopathy remains the commonest cause of new blindness in the working age

population in the UK [1]. Up to 98% of visual loss from diabetic retinopathy can be
prevented by timely treatment [2,3]. Image processing techniques can contribute to the
early detection and diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy in image enhancement, mass
screening, and monitoring of the disease [4]. Diabetic retinopathy meets all the criteria for
a disease that warrant screening, it has a long latent period before visual loss and is
eminently treatable. As well, screening for retinopathy is non-invasive, cost-effective, and
highly sensitive and specific [5].
AMD is now the leading cause of blindness in the developed countries [3] and the most

common cause of vision loss in people over 50 years of age [6]. Over the last two decades,
there has been continued interest in the use of digital techniques for quantification of
macular pathology, particularly drusen [7]. Drusen identification and measurement play a
key role in clinical studies of this disease. Current manual methods of drusen
measurements are laborious and subjective, and there is a potential for use automated
techniques [7,8] for detection and quantification of drusen in retinal images which will help
in early detection and treatment of AMD.
Pre-processing of retinal images in the literature is used to reduce the effect of noise [9],

help in the detection of anatomical structures [10,11], colour normalisation of retinal
images [12,13], visual image quality assessment [14], and automatic mask generation [15].
Retinal images were smoothed by a 5� 5 mean filter to reduce the effect of spurious noise
in [9] and transformed using wavelet transform in [10], where the optic nerve head was
enhanced by modifying the wavelet coefficients by suppressing the small scale coefficients
and enhancing the larger scale coefficients. To detect the main components of the fundus,
i.e. the optic disc, fovea, and blood vessels, Sinthanayothin et al. [11] presented a pre-
processing step to reduce the effect of changing the contrast in different regions of the
fundus image and to normalise the mean intensity. This was accomplished by transforming
the intensities of the three colour bands to an intensity-hue-saturation representation, then
enhancing the contrast of the intensity by a locally adaptive transformation.
Histogram matching was proven to be a good normalisation method for making colour

images invariant with respect to background pigmentation variation between individuals,
by selecting a particular retinal image as a reference image and use the histogram matching
to modify the three channels of each colour image, which solve the problem of wide
variations in the colour of the fundus from different patients [12] and improve the
clustering of the different lesion types [13]. Histogram matching is also used in visual image
quality assessment [14], where model histograms for the pixel and edge value distributions
are used, these models were defined using a set of good quality images.
The region of interest in retinal images is the field of view (FOV) which contains

anatomical structures as well as lesions abnormalities of anatomical structures. Mask
generation aims to avoid processing the black region that surrounds the FOV of retinal
images which will result in decreasing the required processing time. In [15], statistical
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measures are calculated for each colour channel of the image followed by a 4-sigma
thresholding with a free parameter empirically chosen such that pixels with intensity value
above that threshold are considered to belong to the FOV. Then, results for all bands are
combined through logical operations and region connectivity test in order to identify the
largest common mask.

Automatic segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images is an important step in
screening programs for early detection of diabetic retinopathy [16], registration of retinal
images for treatment evaluation [17] (to follow the evaluation of some lesions over the
years or to compare images obtained under different conditions), generating retinal map
for the diagnosis and treatment of AMD [18], or locating the optic disc and the fovea
[19,20].

In this study, we propose a novel contribution of the red channel gray-level distributions
with a novel application of the histogram matching approach other than colour
normalisation. Here we utilise the intensity information from red and green channels of
the same retinal image without using a reference image, as it is believed that each image has
its own gray-level distributions according to the FOV, location of optic disc, normality, or
abnormality. We are interested in using the red channel in pre-processing of colour fundus
images for two reasons: firstly, to improve the visual appearance of retinal images in cases
of non-uniform illumination and secondly, to improve the performance of blood vessels
segmentation methods, which will be a helpful step towards the automatic analysis of
retinal images.

As many methods are based on applying the two-dimensional matched filter [9] before
segmenting retinal blood vessels [21–24], it is used here as an example and the effect of
using red channel, green channel, and HM image on the efficiency of blood vessels
detection is investigated. Performances of automatic detection of retinal blood vessels
using HM images that result from the proposed method and using different reference
histograms are investigated and results are compared with the piece-wise threshold probing
method [21].

This paper is organised as follows, the proposed pre-processing method is outlined in
Section 2. Experiments carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
are detailed in Section 3. Results and discussion are presented in Section 4 and the paper is
summarised in Section 5.
2. Method

Unsupervised methods for segmenting blood vessels in colour fundus images use the
green channel [9,21,23–25] because generally it has the highest contrast between blood
vessels and the retinal background while the red channel is rather saturated and the blue
channel is rather dark. Gray-level distributions of three (red, green, and blue) channels
for a colour fundus image are shown in Fig. 1. For the same reason, green channel is used
in supervised methods to detect image ridges [26] or to extract features [27] for pixels that
will be classified as vessels or not. Experiments show that the red channel has the
advantages of being brighter and distributed over a wider range of gray-level values, than
the green channel, which results in less contrast between abnormalities and the retinal
background.
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Fig. 1. Gray-level distributions in (a) red channel; (b) green channel; and (c) blue channel of one fundus image.
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2.1. Histogram matching

Histogram matching is an approach that is used to generate a processed image that has a
specified histogram [28], it has the advantage of producing more realistic looking images
than those generating by equalisation. In the proposed method, we use the concept of
histogram matching to modify the histogram of the green channel image to match that of
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the red channel image in order to combine the distributions of gray-levels of both images.
The procedures are summarised as follows:
(1)
Pl

pr
Obtain histograms of both images (green and red channels).

(2)
 Perform a mapping from the levels in the green channel image gk into corresponding

levels sk based on its histogram.

sk ¼ TðgkÞ ¼
Xk

j¼0

PgðgjÞ

¼
Xk

j¼0

nj

n
; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; ðL� 1Þ, ð1Þ

where PgðgÞ is the probability density function for the green channel image, n is the
total number of pixels in the image, nj is the number of pixels with gray-level gj , and L

is the number of discrete gray-levels.

(3)
 From PrðrÞ; the histogram of the red channel image, obtain a transformation function

G such that

GðrkÞ ¼
Xk

j¼0

PrðrjÞ ¼ sk; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; ðL� 1Þ. (2)
(4)
 By using the inverse transform, we obtain:

rk ¼ G�1½TðgkÞ�; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; ðL� 1Þ (3)

or

rk ¼ G�1ðskÞ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; ðL� 1Þ. (4)

Theoretically, we are seeking values of r that satisfy Eq. (4).

(5)
 Practically, for each gray-level gk, map this value to its corresponding level sk; then

map level sk into the final level rk.
2.2. Saturation condition

By comparing results of applying our proposed method to a set of test images, it is clear
that the histogram of the red channel image affect the performance of the proposed
method. For very bright images, using the histogram of the red channel to modify that of
the green channel results in decreasing the contrast between retinal blood vessels and their
background, which leads to a HM image with contrast much lower than the contrast in the
green channel image. In these cases (of saturated images), the use of green channel images
is preferred over the use of HM images. For this reason, a criterion to test the saturation of
the red channel image is necessary to establish whether the green channel image or the HM
image will be used.

In our experiments it has been observed that the histogram of very bright images is
characterised by a large gap in the gray-level distributions, (see Fig. 2). This large gap in
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Fig. 2. Red channel histograms of two very bright (saturated) fundus images.
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the observed histograms is caused by the pixels around the FOV having a very low values
and the over-saturated pixels within the FOV having a very high values. There are many
ways to detect this characteristic. Having experimented with different criteria, a
computationally simple yet an effective criterion is as follows: calculate the cumulative
summation of the gray-levels probability density function in the red channel up to the
mean value:

mr ¼
XL�1

j¼0

rj � PrðrjÞ, (5)

Ck ¼
Xk

j¼0

PrðrjÞ, (6)

where PrðrÞ is the probability density function for the red channel image, k is the bin
containing the mean value, mr, and L is the number of discrete gray-levels. The condition
we use to test the saturation of a test image is

Cmr
X0:3.

This value has been determined experimentally (see Section 4.2).

3. Experiments

In our experiments, we start by enhancing the visual appearance of a retinal image as a
whole by processing the histogram of the green channel in conjunction with the histogram
of the red channel as described earlier. Then, to test the effect of this enhancement on the
appearance of blood vessels, we implement the algorithm in [9] to test the ability of the
two-dimensional matched filter to segment blood vessels in retinal images. The red
channel, green channel, and the HM images are used to obtain the matched filter response
(MFR) images for every test image in the dataset.
For the purposes of comparison, we select three normal images from the dataset (that

seemed to show the least non-uniform illumination) as reference images [12], the green
channel histograms of these images are used as reference model histograms. The histogram
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matching is used to modify the green channel of test images using these reference
histograms in a similar way as in Eqs. (1)–(4).

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we use a dataset of 20 images
publicly available [29]. These images are digitised slides captured by a TopCon TRV-50
fundus camera at 35� FOV. Each slide was digitised to produce a 605� 700 pixels image,
standard RGB, 8 bits per colour channel. Every image has been manually segmented by
two observers to produce ground truth vessels segmentation. Ten of these images contain
pathology and the other ten are normal, giving a good opportunity to test the proposed
method in both normal and abnormal retinas. On average, the first observer labelled
32 200 pixels in each image as vessel, while the second observer labelled 46 100 pixels in
each image as vessel. Subsequent review indicated that the first person took a more
conservative view of the boundaries of vessels and in the identification of small vessels than
the second observer [21]. The manual segmentation by the first observer is chosen as the
ground truth for vessel segmentation.

The performance is also measured with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
[30,31]. An ROC curve plots the false positive rates against the true positive rates, and
these rates are defined in the same way as in [21], where the true (false) positive is any pixel
which was hand-labelled as a vessel (not vessel), whose MFR is above a given threshold.
The true (false) positive rate is established by the dividing the number of true (false)
positives by the total number of pixels hand-labelled as vessels (not vessels). The larger is
the area under the ROC curve, the better is the performance of the algorithm.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Results

The first application of our proposed method is to correct the non-uniform illumination,
which is a common problem, in retinal images. Fig. 3 shows results of matching the green
channel histogram with the red channel histogram for two test images. The HM image is
Fig. 3. Application of the proposed method for non-uniform illumination: (a,e) RGB images; (b,f) red channels;

(c,g) green channels; and (d,h) HM images.
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now a combination of the green channel image (which is less bright but with high contrast)
and the red channel image (which is more uniformly illuminated).
The second application is to improve the performance of blood vessels detection

methods. Retinal blood vessels are segmented using the method in [9], where the red
channel, green channel, the HM images are used. Two types of HM images are used; the
result of combining red and green histograms as well as the result of combining the green
channel with three different reference histograms as shown in Fig. 4, ROC curves for these
images plotted in Fig. 5. Average ROC curves for all 20 (normal and abnormal) images
were considered for sensitivity and specificity analysis at some specified points and results
are summarised in Table 1.
It is clear from Table 1 that for specificity of 90% or more, the red channel has the least

sensitivity while the reference 3 offers the next least sensitivity followed by the green
channel. The reference 1 and reference 2 are similar to each other and offer better
sensitivity. The best sensitivity is achieved by the proposed HM image where the histogram
of the red channel is used to modify that of the green channel.
As described earlier, we define a condition to test the saturation of the test image, so we

will combine the information from the red and green channels as long as Cmr
X0:3,

otherwise we will use the green channel image in the segmentation of blood vessels. Figs. 6
and 7 show the average ROC curves for all images in the dataset after applying this
condition.
Table 2 compares results using the green channel image, the proposed HM image when

combining red and green channels, when using reference 1 histogram (best of the three
reference histograms), and the results of applying the Hoover method [21].

4.2. Discussion

For efficient segmentation of retinal blood vessels, it is desirable to have high contrast
between retinal blood vessels and the retinal background whilst there should be low
Fig. 4. Matched filter response images using (a) red channel; (b) green channel; and HM images when (c)

combining red and green; (d,e,f) using three different reference models.
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Table 1

Sensitivity and specificity values before applying the saturation condition

Specificity

(%)

Image type Sensitivity

Red

(%)

Green

(%)

R & G

(%)

G & Ref1
(%)

G & Ref2
(%)

G & Ref3
(%)

95 Normal 53.16 71.38 73.45 72.42 72.58 58.82

Abnormal 28.56 50.45 60.83 57.24 58.19 36.17

All images 40.86 60.92 67.14 64.83 65.38 47.50

90 Normal 69.54 87.05 86.66 87.09 86.91 77.39

Abnormal 48.15 76.46 79.83 78.40 78.15 59.85

All images 58.85 81.75 83.41 82.74 82.53 68.62

85 Normal 75.64 91.08 90.67 91.37 91.11 85.49

Abnormal 58.21 85.44 86.08 86.00 85.29 74.00

All images 66.92 88.26 88.37 88.69 88.20 79.74

80 Normal 72.56 93.02 92.54 93.36 93.09 89.98

Abnormal 65.16 89.67 89.37 89.94 89.13 82.29

All images 72.37 91.35 90.96 91.65 91.11 86.14
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Fig. 5. ROC curves for images in Fig. 4.
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contrast between the retinal background and retinal abnormalities. Combining advantages
of both channels, brightness in red channel and high contrast in green channel, results in
decreasing the contrast between abnormalities and the retinal background. This helps to
reduce some responses, which do not resemble to any blood vessels and that would
otherwise decrease the performance of blood vessels segmentation methods. This pre-
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processing step takes about 1.04 s to process an image on a Xeon 2.8GHZ with 512MB
RAM using a MATLAB code (MATLAB V.7).
Figs. 3–5 show that the proposed combination of gray-level distributions from red and

green channels is a useful pre-processing step in cases of non-uniform illumination and in
improving the performance of blood vessels segmentation.
Histogram matching using reference histogram was useful in cases of normal images and

very bright abnormal images; also results are affected by different choices of reference
histograms (as seen in Table 1) which required an expert to select a suitable reference
histogram. On the other hand, histogram matching using red and green histograms of the
same image was useful in most of abnormal images, and to overcome the problem caused
by very bright images (normal or abnormal), we use the saturation condition which
improve the performance (as in Table 2). The reason behind setting a saturation condition
is to establish whether to apply histogram matching or not. The value for C ðCo0:3Þ
seems to define the set of very bright or saturated images that characterised with large gap
in their histograms. Out of the 20 images, five images were excluded from the histogram
matching and their green channel image are used for blood vessel segmentation. Further
investigations will be carried on using a larger dataset in the future. Table 3 compares
between average sensitivity before and after applying the saturation condition at specificity
of 90%. Results before using the saturation condition are better than using the green
channel only and further improved when using this condition, this is particularly
noticeable for abnormal images.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we compare between using MFR

images generated using the HM image with results of Hoover et al. [21] (a segmentation
method that require more post-processing), in which the MFR image (using the green
channel) was probed. During each probing, the threshold of the probed region was
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Fig. 7. Average ROC curves (after testing image saturation) for (a) normal images; (b) abnormal images.
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determined according to testing a set of criteria, and ultimately it was decided if the area
being probed was a blood vessel or not. MFR images generated using the HM images
instead of the green channel image offer approximately the same performance as the
Hoover method but without post-processing.
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Table 3

Effect of saturation condition

Specificity

(%)

Image type Sensitivity

Before saturation condition After saturation condition

Green (%) R & G (%) Green (%) R & G (%)

90 Normal 87.05 86.66 87.05 87.36

Abnormal 76.46 79.83 76.46 81.64

All images 81.75 83.41 81.75 84.50

Table 2

Sensitivity and specificity values after applying the saturation condition

Specificity

(%)

Image type Sensitivity

Green (%) R & G (%) G & Ref1 (%) Hoover (%)

95 Normal 71.38 73.83 72.42 83.85

Abnormal 50.45 62.53 57.24 70.35

All images 60.92 68.18 64.83 77.10

90 Normal 87.05 87.36 87.09 88.43

Abnormal 76.46 81.64 78.40 81.08

All images 81.75 84.50 82.74 84.76

85 Normal 91.08 91.03 91.37 90.62

Abnormal 85.44 87.79 86.00 86.06

All images 88.26 89.41 88.69 88.34

80 Normal 93.02 92.87 93.36 92.00

Abnormal 89.67 90.81 89.94 88.96

All images 91.35 91.84 91.65 90.48
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Results show that the use of the proposed HM image instead of the green channel image
improve the performance of the two-dimensional matched filter and offer better
performance than using a reference model histogram and approximately the same
performance as the Hoover method. At specificity of 90% in case of abnormal images,
sensitivity increased from 76% when using the green channel image to 82% when using the
HM image compared with 78% and 81% when using the reference histogram and the
piece-wise threshold probing method, respectively. In case of normal images, at the same
specificity, the sensitivity obtained when using green channel image, HM image, or
reference histogram was 87% compared with 88% for the piece-wise threshold probing
method. The performance of our method is evaluated by using a dataset of 20 images and a
larger dataset is considered to be used in the future.

5. Conclusions

A new pre-processing method for retinal images is proposed. This method uses 2
3
of the

data (red and green channels) contained in colour digital fundus images instead of using 1
3
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of the available data (green channel only). In the process, we set a new criterion to test
whether the test image is saturated or not. Applying the proposed method, a visual
enhancement for retinal images in cases of non-uniform illumination is achieved and the
performance of the two-dimensional matched filter is improved. This method can be used
to pre-process retinal images before applying blood vessels segmentation methods as it
results in decreasing the contrast between the abnormalities and the retinal background,
and therefore can improve the performance of blood vessels segmentation methods.
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